Vehicle-borne laser scanning (VBLS) is widely used to collect urban data for various mapping and modelling systems. This paper proposes a strategy of feature extraction and 3d model reconstruction for main body of overcrossing bridges based on VBLS point clouds. As the bridges usually have a large span, and the clouds data is often affected by obstacles, we have to use round-trip cloud data to avoid missing part. To begin with, pick out the cloud of the bridge body by an interactive clip-box, and group points by scanline, then sort the points by scanning angle on each scan line. Since the position under the vehicle have a fixed scan-angle, a virtual path can be obtained. Secondly, extract horizontal line segments perpendicular to the virtual path along adjacent scan-lines, and then cluster line segments into long line-strings, which represent the top and bottom edge. Finally, regularize the line-strings and build 3d surface model of the bridge body. Experimental studies have demonstrated its efficiency and accuracy in case of building bridge model. Modelling the stairs at the both end of the bridge will be the direction of the next step.
MANUSCRIPT
Vehicle-borne laser scanner has been widely used for dynamic and fast acquisition of the 3D point cloud. At present, the mainstream scanner is equipped with 1 or 2 lasers. Single laser device is installed with a fixed angle to the zenith direction, and the scanning lines are approximately parallel. The scanner with two lasers has a fixed angle between each other, scanning lines from each laser are intersected. In the practice, when the road is bi-directional to more than 6 lanes, due to block of the green belt along the middle of the road, both of the scanner must make a round-trip to obtain complete data. In this paper, the research object is overcrossing bridge which span is very long, and the two main facades perpendicular to the road are blocked by each other(see Figure 1) , thus round-trip data is used.
Figure1. round-trip scanning to get the two main facades
Plenty of research focuses on point cloud filtering, index, classification and feature extraction. The purpose of the cloud filter is to remove the noise point, and to retain the appropriate point density, preparing for the subsequent classification and feature extraction. The study of this paper is based on the filtered point cloud which retains the characteristics, the point distance on the road is about 5 centimetres, and the line interval is about 7 centimetres. In the index of the cloud, R tree, KDTree, Octree are applied for fast retrieval. These indexes are based on discrete points and the world coordinate system. From the hardware point of view, the original point cloud in time and angle are orderly, thus this paper try to establish the dynamic coordinate system in the forward direction, so as to improve the searching speed. The traditional point cloud classification separate the ground point from others firstly, and then divided the remaining points into high vegetation, low vegetation, building facades, roads, wires and so on. This classification is too general. The overcrossing bridge is a complex entity, not in these categories, its direction is almost perpendicular to the driving direction. Basing on those knowledge, this paper describes extracting and modelling the main body of overcrossing bridge from the point cloud.
METHODOLOGY

Build Mobile Coordinate System basing Path
The direction of the scanning vehicle is close to that of the road, and it is suitable for the acquisition of the belt-like information along the road, and a large number of artificial structures are distributed along the road, considering the establishment of the dynamic coordinate system M related to the direction of the vehicle. Assuming that the vehicle is y-axis at any time, the up axis is the z-axis, and the x-axis is established in the right-hand coordinate system perpendicular to yz. The origin of the coordinate system is the point just below the laser at this time. The relationship between multiple dynamic coordinate systems M at any time can be represented by the origin of the mileage value and the vector of the adjacent origins. The coordinate system can describe the travel direction of the vehicle at any time, the cumulative mileage, the left side or right side to the scanner. In this way, the unstructured point cloud is organized into orderly cloud.
To construct such a dynamic coordinate system, it is necessary
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017 , 18-22 September 2017 to rely on trajectories. The trajectory can be a combined navigation calculation results, or a virtual trajectory. Scanned point cloud data is distinguished in the forward direction according to the scan line, and is orderly arranged according to its angle from small to large. Assuming that there's always a virtual ground point P below the scanner, the angle from z axis to OP is fixed on each scanning line. Taking Riegl laser for example, the zenith direction is 0 degree, the angle between zaxis and OP is 180 degree. Since the ground points under the vehicle are always not blocked, the virtual point can be interpolated by its nearest points. The connection of the virtual point on each scan line is the virtual trajectory. Figure 2 shows the Dynamic coordinate system and scanning line. For the scanning line i, which nearby scanning lines are i-1 and i+1, take the three virtual points (Pi-1, Pi, Pi + 1) to make an arc, the tangent line L on Pi is the y-axis of scanning line i. For each point on the scanning line i, assuming that the coordinates in the dynamic coordinate system are (x ', y', z '), then x' is the distance from point to line L, and its sign represents the left or right side of the vehicle, z ' is the height of the point relative to the origin, and y' is the distance from the point to the x-axis.
After establishing the dynamic coordinate system, the points on the adjacent scanning lines whose x' is nearest to the point's on the current line can be easily obtained. Mark the nearest point on backward and forward scanning lines as (Ni-1, Ni + 1), then the origin point P (X, Y, Z, ScanlineId) are expanded to P (X, Y, Z, ScanlineId, x ', y', z ', Ni-1, Ni + 1). Based on this information, neighbor search become faster and easier. In the case where the curvature radius of the vehicle is large, the value of x' of several continuous scanning lines is very close, and when the radius of curvature is small, the x'-coordinate difference is larger and the search threshold needs to be increased.
Feature Extraction
The traditional extraction method has three ways: extraction based on the point cloud, based on the camera or video photos, or based on digital image generated by point cloud. Extraction based on the photos or images often depends on SIFT feature matching, although the RANSAC algorithm on which the SIFT match depends is improved, with the increase number of gross error points in the sample set, the efficiency of the RANSAC algorithm is exponentially decreasing. Extraction directly based on point cloud is divided into two main types, based on boundary and based on surface. The former is more sensitive to rough points, and the latter has a good robust, of which the key is to determine the seed point and the growth of area. In the aspect of the extraction of curb, there is a boundary line connection method based on the scanning line and elevation gradient histogram method. To extract rod-shaped objects, point projection density method, and seed point growth application are used. These two methods can also be used to extract the building facades.
To preparing the data for over-crossing bridge extraction, use the mobile adaptive TIN model (Axelsson, 2000, 33-Part B4) to filter the ground point firstly. The remaining points of the cloud includes the rod-shaped objects, buildings, other vehicles, bridges, etc. Those points will not be classified, directly extract the features of the main bridge body. Considering that the bridge body has a long horizontal plane for people passing, and another horizontal plane intersecting with two or four facades, those planes form a box which hide the detailed frame. Figure 3 shows the main body of the bridge. The following paragraphs just describe the extraction method of the main deck and facades. Figure 3 . the main body of the bridge First of all, find the location of the bridge body. Since the deck has a big horizontal plane, search seed point of this plane by retrieval of the scanning lines and find points that above the laser, and have a 0 degree angle. If the seed point set makes a region greater than a given threshold and its z' is also greater than another threshold, think it as a deck. The seed point set is a section of a scanning line, which is a straight line segment. It may be on the facades, or on the horizontal plane, marked as Li. Find the adjacent scan lines Li-1, Li + 1 of this scanning line, assuming that the minimum height of the deck is h, compare the height difference of the point cloud with x'≈0 and z '> h on the three consecutive lines, marked as Hi-1, i, Hi, i + 1. See figure 4. If both Hi-1, I and Hi, i + 1 are close to 0, then the three lines are located on the horizontal plane, and the point on Li is the inner point of the plane rather than the boundary point, if Hi-1, i close to 0, and Hi, i + 1 close to the spacing of the scanning lines, then the point on the Li is the boundary point, Li-1 and Li constitute a horizontal plane, while Li and Li + 1 constitute a vertical plane. Then, for the boundary point on Li, find the height difference mutation point along the x' axis and to the positive and negative direction respectively to determine the intersection or boundary line of the feature plane. Finally, the set of points surrounded by the boundary lines of the same surface area is obtained by fitting the world coordinate system to obtain the polygon surface. Because of the uncertainty of the x-axis direction of the dynamic coordinate system, the angle between the vertical plane and the x-axis for each scanning line is not fixed, a larger ycoordinate range threshold can be set. At the same time due to the existence of the noise point, the vertical surface is not strictly vertical, also give an angle threshold between the plane and the z axis. The extracted faces may be some irregular facets with small intersections, which need to be regularized after clustering.
Lines and facets clustering
The characteristic plane and line extracted from the dynamic coordinate system will be clustered based on the world coordinate system to achieve the purpose of merging faces, eliminating redundant faces and isolating faces. The clustering
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W7, 2017 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2017, 18-22 September 2017, Wuhan, China of the three-dimensional surface is more complicated than the clustering of the horizontal face and the line. As for vertical facet clustering, it is equal to cluster the horizontal projection of the facets. For each vertical facet, create bounding box, and get the box's diagonal firstly. Figure 5 is the top view of the diagonals, it shows that the horizontal projection of the diagonal lines of the adjacent vertical faces may be crossed or separated. 
Regularization
The lines and faces often do not expand to the desired position after clustering, thus need to be regularized and expanded. The method of facade regularization is: (1) For each faces in the each class, expand to rectangular faç ade according to the minimum Z and maximum Z, pick out the high edge and the low edge according to the center point height. (2) Line fitting for all high edges and low edges. (3) Rotate the line to be parallel to the x-axis, put the lines with minimum and maximum y coordinates into a pair, and expand the two lines to the minimum and the maximum x coordinates, finally rotate back to the original direction. (4) Repeat the above steps for the remaining line segments.
When the whole facades are expanded, the horizontal planes can be generated by connecting the lower edge of each pair, and also can be created by clustering the horizontal facets.
EXPERIMENT
Take a section of point cloud scanned by Riegl laser as an example, the virtual path generation indicates that the maximum deviation between virtual path and real path is 1.03 meters, and the maximum deviation appears in the vehicle turning place. dynamic coordinate system Figure 10 shows the clustering result of facades, and figure 11 is the automatically generated the main body model of the bridge. 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper puts forward the method of establishing the dynamic coordinate system of virtual path, and presents the feature extraction method based on dynamic coordinate system, and gives the feature line clustering method. Based on the above steps, the paper explores the automatic modelling of the main body of over-crossing bridge. The future research will model all the components of the bridge.
